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Meeting called to Order 7:16 p.m. 

Additions to Agenda 

- Willie – Recycled Clay 

Approval of Minutes 

- Passed by Terry, seconded by Brenda 

President 

- Morley having eye Surgery so no update at this time 

Vice President 

- Housekeeping Role 
o The executive is looking for two volunteers to take on the housekeeping role as Edith 

and Nancy stepped down in September 
o Bi-yearly cleaning which needs to be scheduled and the Executive do not have the time 
o Maureen got a copy of the old cleaning roster from Edith and has created a soft Copy 

which will be sent to whomever takes on this role 
o Edith has graciously offered to assist with the hand off to make the transition easier 
o Brynn Klym and Mallory Ifi stepped up to take this one 
o Edith, Brynn and Mallory will connect to discuss hand off 
o Maureen has forwarded the soft copy to all three 
o We should schedule cleaning to be completed by January 15, 2021 
o NOTE:  Scheduling of cleaning must take into consideration allowed member numbers 

within the guild.  A maximum of 7 people are allowed at any one time.  When cleaning is 
being scheduled, specific areas that are being cleaned should be scheduled in the 
scheduler.  

Secretary 

o Volunteer Hours 
 Special thank you to Willie, Cheryl, Edith, Nell and Shirley for all the work they 

do to keep the guild running smoothly.  These ladies are amongst those who 
submitted the most volunteer hours for 2020 

 Denise said Maureen K should also be thanked as she also helps out quite a bit 
 If you have volunteer hours please sent them to Maureen K.  Until we come up 

with an automated system Maureen will maintain a spreadsheet.  The hours are 
submitted to the City annually and they are used to determine our annual lease 

 Of the 59 members the guild currently has, 37 people have submitted volunteer 
hours for committee work, cleaning, mixing glazes and\or loading kilns.  22 
members have not submitted any volunteer hours 

o Scheduler 
 If you schedule a service but can’t attend, please be sure to cancel your 

scheduled time.   
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 If possible, do this at least a day in advance, but even a few hours can make the 
difference on whether the service gets used 

 There are occasions when the wheels or glazing areas are booked, and nobody 
is there using the reserved service 

 As we are seeing increased demand and usage of the studio its too bad when 
someone who wants to come in can’t because a service is booked, and nobody 
shows up.  

 Calling the studio doesn’t always work as members don’t know the a person 
isn’t coming or they are just running late.   

 NOTE:  To cancel a service, log into the scheduler and look for your booked 
times, there is a cancel button at the bottom of the scheduled service. 

o Hand Building Station 
 Thanks to Linda and her husband for installing the new hand building tabletop.  

It looks great and feedback so far has been very positive  
 We have noticed that occasionally the hand building station is being used for 

cone 6 glazing.  Since we are already noticing a few stains we recommend not 
glazing at this table. 

 Please don’t use the hand building station for cone 6 glazing.  ALL glazing should 
be done in the glazing room by booking a glaze station 

 Linda asked whether we should screw the top down at the end closest to the 
gas kiln.  She asked for feedback on whether the top is moving when members 
are wedging their clay or working. 

• Marnie said she has used it and really likes it.  She also said it didn’t 
move when she used it 

• Edith said she likes it as well but that it isn’t wide enough for the work 
she wants to do 

o The table is constricting  
o Recommend she move closer to the gas kiln as it is wider there, 

but Edith said she tried, and it doesn’t help.  
o Recommend Edith book a wheel and do her hand building at a 

wheel table.  This is perfectly acceptable 
• Linda suggested we revisit in six months to determine whether we 

should screw the top down 

Program Coordinator 

- Caroline Robertson is planning to deliver a workshop  
- Deborah is working with her to get more details 

Communications: 

- No Report 

Committee Reports:  

SAPVAC 
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- No Report 
- SAPVAC will not be meeting again until January  

Capital Equipment 

- Compressor 
o Diane is working on this without Morley as Morley is out of commission due to eye 

surgery and his work schedule being extremely busy. 
o Diane talked with Margaret as she is one of the major user of the Compressor.  

Margaret provided her recommendations for guild requirements for the new 
Compressor.  Margaret will send information to Diane 

o Maureen took a picture of the current compressor specs this week and will forward that 
to Diane and Deborah. 

o Diane is looking for information on the allowed budget 
o Annalisa wasn’t at the meeting to provide this information 
o Deborah said her husband can assist with specifications as he has experience working 

with compressors  
o Julie and Cheryl also use the compressor and can provide input on guild requirements 
o Deborah offered to assist with purchasing the Compressor as her husband has expertise. 
o Diane and Deborah will work towards replacing the compressor as soon as possible as 

the current compressor is not working very well and it is considered a critical piece of 
equipment in the guild 

 

Clay 

- Purchasing as needed 
- If any member needs clay please email Annalisa or the St Albert Potters Guild email address  
- When list is sufficient to warrant an order, or stock is low the Executive reorders and arranges 

for pickup  

Library 

- No Update 

Glazes 

- Cone 10 
o Couple of half pails, mixing will be scheduled when needed 

- Cone 6 
o No Update 

Raku 

- No Update 

Housekeeping 
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- Volunteers are Brynn and Mallory 

Social Media 

- Carolyn Williamson and Michelle have taking on this role 
- Amelia will stay on as lead for the interm  

Membership 

- Annalisa sent out the update membership list, there were a few changes required 
- Lara is updating and will resend shortly 

Gas Kiln 

- Morley is the main contact for the City with regards to the Gas Kiln.  There was no update from 
Morley at the Executive last week and as he wasn’t expected at this meeting, we don’t have an 
update from him 

- Diane said she has received an email from Marnie asking the City’s timeline on getting the gas 
kiln working again 

- Cheryl said she saw in the Gazette last year that the Gas kiln replacement or repair had been 
included in the City budget  

- Willie said she doesn’t believe Morley has heard anything from the City and doesn’t expect to 
hear anything until the New year 

- Linda said that SAPVAC is being updated about the Gas Kiln, but there has not been an update 
for a while.  The Gas kiln is still on the table with the City as an actionable item, but we do not 
expect anything until next year 

- The City has a hiring freeze and as people are leaving existing staff are taking on the addition 
duties of the vacant positions.  Also, many staff are working from home.  The Gas kiln does not 
appear to be a high priority for the City with the Covid-19 pandemic. 

- Cheryl and Edith asked if we could offer the City funds from our guild budget to help this move 
forward 

- Maureen said we should not offer funds to the City.  If the City isn’t working on this, offering 
money isn’t going to get them moving any faster 

- Morley said he wanted to talk to Steve, from Building Maintenance about his thoughts on how 
to proceed.  Diane said Morley should talk to Paul not Steve, as Paul is the Acting Directory of 
Community Services in City and is responsible for the Gas Kiln discussions within the City.  Diane 
recommended we work with the right people within the city, so we don’t overstep and 
inadvertently upset the city.  We need to be tactful and careful to not step on toes 

- Diane also recommended that guild members not contact the City.  Only the Executive should 
be approaching the City to discuss the Gas Kiln.  She reiterated that we don’t want to 
inadvertently upset the City and them decide not to prioritize this for the guild. 

- Denise is going to talk to Morley and together they will reach out to Paul, the acting director of 
community services to get a status update and ask about timelines for this moving forward 
again 

- The City asked Diane to step away from assisting with the Gas Kiln.  The Executive will include 
Willie and Diane on discussions regarding the Gas Kiln and will invite them to the Executive 
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meeting on nights we plan to discuss updates. 
 

New Business 

- Clay Pails under table number 2  
o There is clay being repurposed in buckets under table 2 
o The buckets don’t have names on them 
o Some of the clay has been there for weeks 
o Diane said the rules are we aren’t supposed to be reconstituting clay in the guild.  It 

should be taken home.  
o Cheryl and Willie said, often new clay is hard and needs a few days in water.  This is 

acceptable if it is labeled and it is only left for a day or two. 
o If you have clay being repurposed\reconstituted under table 2, please come in ASAP and 

remove the clay.  If it needs more time, please take it home 
- Card and Flowers for Morley 

o Recommendation from Guild to send a card and flowers to Morley 
o Deborah will take this on and get it done in the next couple of days 

- Guilded Show 
o The show is now on at the Art Gallery 
o Several Guild members committed lots of hours to creating some beautiful Totems that 

are well worth seeing 
o Everyone should go see the displays  

- Guild Member highlighted 
o Shirley Randall has been highlighted in the Gazette 
o Someone should cut out the article and post it in the guild 

Old Business 

- No old business 

Meeting Adjourned at 8:02 p.m. 

- Moved by Willie  
- Seconded by Nicole 

 


